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We created new structure we
named Trinity after the
triangle shape,three level rack
where we place the coral
cookies, and three elements
we use for this structure
(Steel,cement,and sand)

Our partner in Dego Dego
nursery managed to get
donation for 200 spiders from
the local government.

One of our beach boys'
member is now officially an
Open Water Scuba Diver and
joining us for our daily coral
activity.

In the spirit of the world's
opening up, we are proudly
present the Ocean Gardener
internship here in Bira. More
details on this can be found on
our website!

 

We add coral cookie technique 
to get more diversity in the 
area and more of the odd 
shaped coral to be planted

STRUCTURE

We are now managing 3 different
nurseries (Tevana House Reef, Dego
Dego and Pulau Likang), 4 different
techniques with 13 different genuses !!

PROJECT UPDATE



As part of a new way to fund
our project we decided to
combine GaiaOne Project with
Mythical Beings NFT. For each
NFT minted proceeds will go
to GaiaOne and holders get to
adopt a coral as well which is
directly planted by the team.
So far 788 corals have been
adopted by Mythical Beings
Holders

MYTHICAL BEINGS
NFT

Since our last meeting with
the local government and our
partner in Dego Dego, we are
currently on progress to
attach about at least 4200
coral fragments on 200
spiders.

DEGO DEGO

Ocean Gardener internship we
host will be the first place to
do the advanced course for
Ocean Gardener's coral Diver 

PROJECT UPDATE



The hairy squat lobster is one of
our resident around the pods we
planted at 14m. It's generally
difficult to spot but once its
found a home will stay its entire
life there ( top left corner).
We're thinking of naming it
Prickles.

Scorpion leaf fish is one of the
most fascinating creature as its
pretends to be inedible and not
nutritious leaf in four different
colors. The image at the bottom
right is the famous purple but
they can be found in white,
yellow, black and brown colours
as well!

Our House Reef is considered to be
one of the best site for diving and it
is not without valid reason. 

Many corals, barrel sponges, seafan
and many other habitat around
house reef letting us to host many
creatures on each kind of these
unique "platform".

This season we spotted even more
unique beings that we wanted to
share with everyone!

RESIDENT CREATURES The ribbon eel which we've
named Prince Unagi (bottom left
corner) go through in 3 different
stages in their life. In their
Juvenile stage it's black and
yellow, then as adult male it
turns blue and yellow eventually
will turn all yellow stage where
they already developed female
organs (by then she will be
named Princess Unagi) Unlike
many other fish, Ribbon eels in
the open ocean can live up to 20
years!


